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Resource Allocation Process
On the global computational market, that EGEE
(in the future EGI) infrastructure grows to be,
there are hundreds of actors providing and
using computational resources. Due to a large
number of mutual interactions required,
resources management requires specialized
solutions, that make the process effective and
traceable. In Bazaar Project we defined a
process of resource allocation to formalize
management of resources, based on two terms:
Call - a specification of demands for
computational resources by Virtual
Organizations,
SLA - an agreement between a Resource
Provider and a VO about details of services
supplied.

SLA Main States
VO/RP Manager ::
suggest changes

RP Manager ::
propose a new SLA

The Manager who
received the last
proposal :: accept
VO/RP Manager ::
suggest changes

The Manager who received
the proposal of changes ::
accept/reject changes

Picture above presents the process of resource
allocation of a single VO and a single administrative
domain. In preparatory stage, partners negotiate an
SLA (according to formalized procedure). Next, an SLA
is implemented in the conﬁguration of resources. The
resources are used according to the same SLA and a
reward for the service delivery is provided accordingly.
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The model covers all stages of SLA
lifetime shown on the figure above.
Negotiations of SLA are included in
the model. ACCEPTED SLAs can be
the subject of renegotiation that
both parties can initialize.

EUROPEAN UNION

SLA Configuration States
RP

Implementation of each SLA is traced in the model by
configuration state. The VO is notified by this state that
configuration can be tested (PREPARED state) and can
verify it. In case of any problem in operation, the state
can be switched to MISCONFIGURED.
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Grid Resource Bazaar
To enable compexity management in the process of
resource management, a collaboration tool, called
Grid Resource Bazaar, was developed. It implements
the model presented above.

SLAs management including negotiation –
Resource Provides can create an SLA as a
response to a call. Both partners can negotiate
SLA conditions and track SLA changes.

Operational Environment
Bazaar web interface is available as a part of EGEE
Operations Portal (CIC Portal). It uses EGEE GOC DB
for obtaining data for an authentication process. The
VO Cards are used to present information about
selected Virtual Organization. It is planned to
integrate Bazaar with accounting tools.

Functionality
Calls management - VO managers can perform call
creation, edition and management.

Notification management - system notifies a user
via e-mail and via user interface about actions like
resource reconfiguration etc. VO managers can
send notifications about an available call to
selected Resource Providers.

Feedback - VO managers can assess site's
configuration.
Integration with resources allocation process in
EGEE CE ROC and special features for EGEE seed
resources operations. The tool is ready to use by all
sites and VOs in EGEE.
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